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LEADERSHIP
Over the last 20 years, the Cornerstone community has become well

known in the “youth leadership development” circles across East Africa.
As we continue to register success in our work we can see clearer that
ours is a timely effort, for the world continues to grow more complex and
interdependent, and the demand for principled leaders who can effectively serve society beyond their own self-interest has never been greater.
In correlation with this demand, we have also seen the study of leadership balloon in recent decades in attempts to identify trainings, methodologies, and philosophies that might engender better leadership
practices across a varied spectrum of applications in our world. Theories have been developed that focus on different aspects of leadership
such as: The traits one has, the situation one is in, the behaviors one
exhibits, the function one serves, the exchange relationship between
leader and group member, one’s intellectual or emotional intelligence,
one’s orientation of servitude to others, and even one’s ability to produce other leaders through their work.
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So, where does Cornerstone’s philosophy sit within all these approaches? In truth, all of these theories contain elements of truth and
efficacy depending on their context of implementation. Although we
borrow from a variety of schools of thought, we base our approach
on character development and personal transformation in the spirit
of Jesus. Throughout our various programs, we work to empower
young people to realize their full potential and fulfill God’s purpose
in their lives; and over the years we have seen that when someone starts to blossom into their real potential and come fully alive,
they automatically attract responsibility and influence in society in
a beautifully selfless way.
One motto that defines us is: “What we do, flows out of who we are.“
In other words, we must put our focus first on being better people
and seeking better relationships. This process could be summarized
in what Jesus called the Greatest Commandment: “Love God with

all your heart, mind, soul, and strength; and love your neighbor as
yourself.” When we get that right, automatically our responsibilities, influence and activities will follow in the best way. Another
way Jesus put this was: “Seek first the kingdom and its righteous-

ness, and the rest will be added onto you”.

We take a very pragmatic approach to leadership development –
one rooted in mentoring, holistic personal growth, and exemplifying the principles, precepts and person of Jesus. At the same time,
we also take a very idealistic approach to leadership development
– rooted in faith for a better world, and acceptance of our divine
purpose to bring the kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven.
The following articles expound on these ideas through profiles,
thoughts, and stories from our community.

and...

- C.O.S.A. updates on the
event calender & the
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- Thoughts from Tim.
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Core Focus

Our core focus is
‘youth leadership
development’,
after the model
of Jesus. All the
various programs
we run serve this
focus by providing
a practical “training ground” where
the graduates of
the academies can
learn to serve and
pass on to others
what they have
received.

Some Explanations for the Unaquainted:
The Cornerstone Schools: The Cornerstone Leadership Academies (CLA) are “Advanced Level” boarding high
schools that aim to mold young people coming from poor backgrounds, but with high potential, into future leaders. A
major aim of this program is to teach young future leaders from various religious backgrounds and different tribes, to
learn to live together as brothers and sisters, as part of a movement of men of integrity and women of virtue. In addition
to the academic studies, the program involves a comprehensive discipleship program following the principles, precepts
and person of Jesus. We also teach this material in our Elementary and High schools that are open to the public. These schools
have boarding facilities and accept students from all over the country, as well as cater to the local community.

Cornerstone Old Students Association (COSA): Our schools are just the beginning of a long-term relationship with these young people that continues on into University and beyond. Our vision/mission statement is: To create a
life-long brotherhood & sisterhood of friends that will support each other in a movement of “men of integrity” and “women of virtue.”
This dream is steadily becoming a reality. Most of these young people come from broken homes or grew up as orphans so
the ‘Cornerstone family’ often becomes their extended family. Many are in positions of leadership at their respective colleges and the university. Others in more quiet ways are making a positive impact on those around them. The long term
potential to influence this nation is increasingly becoming evident as we see the maturity and commitment exhibited in the
lives of these future leaders who have come up through our programs. To maintain our relationships and commitment to
the values we hold in common, we meet weekly throughout the time they are in University, hold an annual retreat on the
ranch for all alumni and organize support groups for those that have begun working and starting families.

Youth Corps Family:

This is a program that provides loving homes for homeless kids and also serves as a training ground for the young people who have graduated from our Leadership Academies and are involved in running the
homes. The homeless children get a place to sleep, a ‘family’ to belong to and are taught a better way to live – in line
with the principles, precepts and person of Jesus. We also have homes for older guys/girls in university to live together,
and to learn to love each other and grow spiritually.
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A Heart of Servitude
“The Meek Shall Inherit the Earth”
we house our growing collection of leadership trappings.
This desire for the fame and fortune of leadership must
be met not only by resistance… we must have a habitual
contempt of them.”
You see, leaders in the world, can often get caught up in
the ‘upward mobility’ that is associated with increased responsibilities – this often alienates them from the common
people they were elected to lead in the first place. However, a true heart of service to those one leads, in the spirit
of Jesus, requires ‘downward mobility’ to get to the real
root of challenges people face, in order to continuously
understand their journey and help lead a group towards a
better future. (Look into author Henry Nouwen’s writing
for more thoughts on these concepts of social ‘mobility’).
Class of 1997 - CLA UGANDA

Alfred Edakasi
In my opinion, leadership is all about service, and in the
context of our community at Cornerstone, I believe it is ultimately service to Jesus. Thus, this process of leadership
that we strive to practice is for a greater cause than just
our own ends, it is for the Kingdom of God, and not just a
means for earthly power, wealth, or temporary pleasures,
as it’s end is only to serve others.
As our work in the Cornerstone community grows, our focus in East Africa is to enable the people in this region to
find their purpose in Jesus and in turn, make their mark in
delivering a gift of servant leadership throughout the continent of Africa. We can already see our friends in Rwanda
bringing reconciliation that will last centuries among the
Hutu and Tutsi, we see our friends in Tanzania bringing the
Muslims and Christians towards understanding and acceptance, We also see our friends in the Africa Youth Leadership Forum bringing hope and reconciliation to Kenya
which has been divided in recent years by ethnic conflict.
This approach to leadership is not just about becoming
‘big men’, or seeking ‘big offices’, but is inspired by Jesus’
concept of the leader as a servant. That, through a heart of
servitude, we can actually be more effective in our leadership and influential in our nation.
R. Scott Rodin, the former president of Eastern Baptist
Theological Seminary, noted that: “There are natural trappings that distinguish those in leadership such as salary, title, prestige, priority, power, influence, honor and
advancement. And in each area there are tempting opportunities for increase. There are also pressures to increase and motivations to build a kingdom in which
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As we work in this region, we have focused on empowering our staff to understand the needs of the life context
God has placed them in, and to apply the ever powerful
principles and precepts of Jesus to their daily endeavors
in bringing the Kingdom of God to the various people
groups they are working with. When I look deeply on my
journey both as a student in art of leadership and as a follower of Jesus, I have come to realize that leadership is
more a personal issue than a public presence: I think that
as men, we spend most of our time trying to lead others
rather than trying to lead ourselves towards obeying Jesus
and living by his disciplines. I believe that the former is a
lesser requirement to those who would like to see transformation of both individuals as society alike.
I have noted that those who have made the deepest imprint into society spend time making a change in their
own lives. In other words, leading themselves inward,
digging deep wells for themselves first before they start to
become an attraction to the outsider.
Rodin further states: “Author Robert Greenleaf recalls the
story of a king who asked Confucius what to do about the
large number of thieves around him. Confucius replied,
“Maybe if you, sir, were not so greedy and covetous, they
would not be stealing so much. Greenleaf goes on to say,
“This advice places a burden on those who are favored
by the rules, to first check if a problem ‘out there’ – is not
stemming from something ‘ in here.’ And if a flaw in the
world is to be remedied, the servant leader looks to start
the process of change in themselves.”
I think those who would like to lead, should focus on
looking for the place inside them that Jesus must work
on and then, and only then, can they begin the work of
service which to me is the very end of the call we share as
leaders…to serve, “ for even the Son of Man did not come
to be served but to serve.” Mark 10:45.

Across all that divides us:

Patience, Humility, & Respect
looking at my work as a Member of Parliament for the
people of Moroto, I have discovered that a good leader
must be one who is slow to speak and gives a chance
to others to speak their minds. Because I make an effort to listen, I have developed the ability to take in all
criticisms while putting aside my temper. I have sat
in meetings where I have had to restrain myself from
people seeking to pull me down with their words, but
I listened and I listened well. Only then was I able to
form a very informed and well-thought out response.

Class of 1996 - CLA UGANDA

Simon Peter Aleper

My name is Simon Peter Aleper and I am the current

Member of Parliament for Moroto Municipality. I sit on
the Presidential Appointments Committee which, among
other things, is responsible for the vetting of all presidential appointments. I was a pioneer student at Cornerstone
Leadership Academy, graduating in 1996.
As a student at Cornerstone, I learned many things. In
addition to the History, Divinity and Economics, we were
exposed to different books and teaching on leadership.
Some of the lessons that have stood out to me up to today
are the Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, drawn
from Steven Covey’s book as well as the 10 Leadership
Principles tailor-made by Cornerstone. It is easy to point
to one of these topics and identify it as a core influence
from Cornerstone, but in reality the experience went much
deeper than that. The community, the relationships and
the selection of students from all over the country created
a very powerful influence on the formation of the man
that came out at the end of the two years I was a student.
With a class of just 21 boys, your life has to be effected by
the relationships that are inevitably created.
Reflecting back, I feel that the best thing I took from Cornerstone was to learn to develop patience, humility, and
respect for all of mankind across all that divides us. Cornerstone brought us all from different parts of the country
and we had to figure out how best to coexist. This structure
gave me no option but to accept and love my brothers who
are different than me and I took back these very powerful
concepts to Napak, my hometown, after graduation. Since
Cornerstone is a leadership academy, we were taught attributes of both good leaders and bad leaders. I remember
learning about the different types of leadership and wondering how relevant these lessons would be for me. Now,

Leadership does not start when you become a Member of Parliament. Instead, it is how you carry yourself day-to-day and how you influence your family,
neighbors and the community. I strongly believe that
politics is not for the faint-hearted or for the self-seekers. We can only go into politics to provide leadership,
not to enrich ourselves. Leadership is for everyone.
We are all presented with an opportunity to influence
those around us every day no matter where we are.
You may remember that I lost my first election and was
later elected as MP the second time that I ran for office.
I believe in the saying that, “Even the journey of one
mile begins with a first step.” People must be able to
build themselves. Learning from Jesus, we see that he
prepared for 30 years before starting his public ministry, which lasted only 3 years.
Today, I speak in the Ugandan Parliament for the people
of Moroto Municipality, yet I am originally from Napak. I
feel well-received by the people of Moroto because I try to
practice the virtue of togetherness that I learned while at the
Leadership Academy. In a number of ways, I see that the
habit of looking at everyone as a brother or sister is one of
the greatest attributes and legacy describing the very core
and central part of the message and mission of Jesus. I
also feel that to be a good leader one has to be accessible,
approachable and relevant. Your people have to be able to
reach you, touch your heart and feel that you are a solution
to their problem. You have to have the ability to connect
with a cross-section of the electorate. One of the things I have
had to do as leaders is unite people. Creating winning partnerships with all other leaders in the region has given me
the ability to be more effective as a leader in our region.
Moroto Municipality and Karamoja in particular has a lot
of challenges and lags behind in terms of economic development. Food security, access to education, employment,
and access to water are the challenges we have to grapple
with as leaders of this region. These issues, among other
things, put a lot of pressure on us. In addition, there is
generally a lack of understanding of the role of a member
of parliament. I have had to spend much of my time educating my electorate on the role that I can play as a leader.
However, by the grace of God I have been very blessed
and enjoyed the respect of my people as they have entrusted me with many responsibilities so that I can influence the community in a great way.
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Jesus As a Role Model
& Being The Change We Wish
to See in The World
also like the way of King David before he became a king
of Israel- he took the step to speak up and he attacked
Goliath, the giant who was a great enemy of Israel. This
story tells me that God provides training ground for each
one of us so we can use the influence we have to make a
difference where we are.

Class of 2006 - CLA UGANDA

Mary Nabuma
Leadership has been defined many times by different
scholars, but many agree that true leadership comes
down to being able to organize people toward achieving a common goal, which can vary depending on the
leader. Everyone can be a leader, for we are all called to
service and God has given us the knowledge and leadership skills to serve his people. However, most of us are
not the effective leaders that we can be. I have heard
that wherever God has positioned you, is your place of
service and if you are not effective, he has the power to
reposition you.
I know that leadership can be learned, that your role models in life can influence your style of leadership, so I have
always asked myself: Who do I imitate in my leadership
style? What is my approach as a leader in this place where
God has positioned me? What should I work on to be a
better leader?
Having passed through Cornerstone Leadership Academy (CLA), I learned a lot and forgot almost nothing. Truly,
CLA was a training ground that bolstered my leadership
potential. Before joining Cornerstone, my desire, like
many others, was to be in a position of influence, which I
imagined was to be on top and be recognized as the head
of a movement. Joining Cornerstone gave me a paradigm
shift in my style of leadership as I was introduced to Jesus’
approach to leadership, which revolves around servant
leadership. I realized that even though I am not at the
top, I can still influence those above me to do the right
things by taking a humble position, as Jesus did. I
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Working with the alumni in Cornerstone is a privilege since I work with God in building his kingdom on
Earth. We are all builders in God’s kingdom, so I have
always asked myself: What is my contribution in building God’s kingdom? Which kind of brick am I? What
can I do to extend God’s kingdom? I concluded that an
opportunity for me to serve the alumni is a call to work
with God in extending his kingdom. I have tried my
best to use Jesus’ leadership style as seen in the gospels
and it is my desire to be a servant leader. My prayer
has always been that God creates in me humble spirit,
a spirit that seeks to serve first instead of waiting for
others to serve.
I realized that it is not all about me, and when I realized
this, I took a unique and different approach towards those
that I serve. The purpose of my life is about more than
my personal fulfillment – it is about being used to serve
others. Living a life by these principles has helped me to
know myself and constantly seek improvement. I try to
understand my unique attributes through self-study, reflection, and interaction with others for support.
Working with the ladies of Cornerstone has also made me
a more empathetic person. Ladies are unique and have
unique challenges, so working with them is an opportunity to learn and think of strategies to better the position
of women. At times I have felt I have an over-familiarity
with many of them that perhaps penetrates too much into
their personal lives. However, at the same time I see this
familiarity allows me to serve the girls better, since I am
more aware of their situations and their needs. It helps
me to selflessly serve because I have discovered that with
more interaction, comes closer relationships. Friendship
is a powerful reward that comes from “intentional-izing”
relationships with the people who I serve and I believe
that it is the way to serve them best.
Lastly, I reflect on the quote from Mahatma Gandhi that
“We must be the change we want to see in the world.” In
so doing, living an exemplary life is a struggle, but it is
one that Jesus modeled for us and one that I enjoy.

Starting a Small Group...

With a BIG Vision
because of my foundation in C.L.A.’s leadership empowerment and discipleship classes. In the end, I
emerged the winner and was crowned “Mr. K.I.E.” –
this was one of the greatest days of my life!

Class of 2009 - CLA RWANDA

Julius Mugisha
Good leadership practices are not something that people
accidentally pick-up on, but rather, they are the products
of character development, intentionally seeking responsibility, and desiring to serve others better. My journey as a
leader started as a student at the Cornerstone Leadership
Academy (CLA) in Rwanda where I went through the Jesus centered leadership empowerment and discipleship
course for three years. During this time I realized that we
are all called by God to be leaders in different ways, and
it awakened my desire to take on this responsibility. At
the Leadership Academy I was able to actively practice
leadership as a Care Group leader and also as a District
Student Coordinator for all of the Secondary Schools in
Rwamagana District, where CLA is located.
When I left CLA, I joined Kigali Institute of Education
(KIE). In my first year at the university, I was elected to be
our class representative. I faithfully and responsibly did
what was expected of me and soon was promoted to be
on the student leadership team of the Faculty of Science.
Another great opportunity came when the university announced that it was going to elect a “Mr. & Miss K.I.E.”
This is basically a guy and a girl who was distinguished
in character and clarity of vision among the student body.
I was nominated along with about 50 others but through
an initial filtering process we were reduced to 16 finalists.
Along with a popular vote, we also had to participate in a
type of debate where we had to answer several questions
such as: What we would do if elected? What are qualities
that characterize me? What is my favorite football team?
I did the best I could, and spoke confidently and wisely

Serving in this capacity on campus exposed me to
some real inside insights on how student leadership
worked at this level, and I saw so many people practicing poor leadership habits that I wanted to help
provide some skills that would help them. One great
avenue for this was to connect with the Africa Youth
Leadership Forum (AYLF), and launch a chapter on
my campus. Through this, I could communicate many
of the concepts, principles, and culture of following
Jesus that I learned at CLA, to the wider audience at
university.
The foundation of our activities is built around small
groups that meet regularly; these are people who understand the vision, are committed to regular attendance and volunteer to mobilize our wider group for
workshops. The wider group is engaged in our courses
where we have gone through the Principles and 7 Habits
of Highly Effective People – we were taught at CLA.
We started on May 12st, 2012 with about 20 people in our
core group and this group has now expanded to about 100
who are involved in our leadership workshops. The establishment of this AYLF community in KIE has really helped
many students develop a spirit of unity and reconciliation,
love for one other, team work and of community service.
With this as a background for my involvement in student
leadership at K.I.E., my face began to become very familiar around campus and I made very many friends. One
thing I have learned through all this is that the ‘labels’ that
society give us, are not the way God sees us; and what
society tells us is possible because of where we were born,
or what kind of family we come from, is not what God
has in store for us – he calls us to be so much more! Each
of our lives are a unique gift from God, and we all have a
special part to play in His Kingdom coming on earth.
Being “Mr. K.I.E.” helped me to do many things in exercising my leadership potential, and it gave me a position of influence to help launch our chapter of AYLF. But
I know my real worth is not just in the title or office that
I hold; what matters most is what I am doing for society,
and how I am serving others through my work.
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A Spirit of Power, Love,
& Self-discipline
For GOD’s Glory

in life, because life’s only way of teaching us lessons is when
we learn from mistakes or difficult situations. Those who are
scared by the wind shall never dare to fly, don’t let your fear
destroy your winning attitude - show yourself to the truth
and accept reality… every seemingly impossible situation
can change into possibility when you decide: “I shall never
quit.” Every situation we face in life presents an opportunity
for us to take responsibility – see it as a potential for growth,
and you will never fear what life throws at you.

Class of 2005 - CLA UGANDA

Sam Sanya
“The price of greatness is responsibility”
- Winston Churchill

I currently serve as a deputy Headmasterwith the Cornerstone Leadership Academy in Arusha Tanzania. When
we were starting the program a little over 2 years ago, we
faced many challenges as it was a completely new country
for most of us, and we were blazing a new trail for Cornerstone in the region.
Honestly, things at times got so hard that several times I
was tempted to just pack my things and go back home to
Uganda. But through all this, I realized that great things
only come with accepting responsibility… and that requires self-leadership, and the ability to manage my
thoughts and emotions, for the sake of the greater vision
at hand. At one point, I felt like our lives may even be at
risk – since we were in a foreign country, and we didn’t
know how people would receive us and treat us. In that
time I realized that it is not the length of my life that mattered, but it was the quality of my life that mattered most.
Some people can live long lives and they do not live for
anything meaningful – what encouraged me was that I believed I was doing the most meaningful thing I could for
the kingdom of God, and that he would protect and guide
us as we did His work. That has given me hope – and I
believe it is what has brought us to the great achievements
we have reached this far with the school!
One thing that has empowered me is the realization and acceptance that life is hard. Usually when we face challenges,
our normal response is to avoid them; or when things are not
going the way we want them to, we make up excuses for
quitting. These responses will never get you anywhere
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Following through with the responsibility of helping to
lead the school has taught me many lessons on leadership. One of my mentors, Coach Stone, once told me that I
should always listen to the voice of the critics, for there is
a message in it. This means that as leaders, we are not only
there to serve those who are with, us, but also those who
may disagree or complain about how things are going. A
leader’s responsibility is to listen to all perspectives and
maintain a united vision for a group.
In the leadership example of Jesus, we see someone who
was considered great, but was humble enough to wash the
feet of his disciples, INCLUDING Judas Iscariot, whom he
knew would betray him.
So, the key to leadership is not about getting a bunch of University degrees and sitting in a big office – it is about being
with people, being responsive to their needs, and creating influence in the way that you handle situations meaningfully.
Here are some more points on leadership that I have
learned recently:
- A good leader coaches the team, while a bad leader only
dictates actions without listening to members.
- A good leader earns respect and people follow willingly,
while a bad leader depends on authority and people follow grudgingly.
- A good leader inspires enthusiasm, while a bad leader
cultivates fear.
- The good leader says “WE”, a bad leader only says “I.”
- The good leader shows how it is done through their own
example, while the bad leader orders others to do things
regardless if they would do it themselves.
Finally, in Cornerstone I see that we are stewards of the
message of Jesus and his vision of the Kingdom of God
coming on earth. This is our responsibility, and we have the
ability to respond to it every day. It is about living a meaningful life that will touch others in a positive way. It is about
putting yourself in a position to bless others, and help others discovering their own potential. For, your promotion in
Heaven comes when you promote others here on earth. It
is about bearing much fruit with your life like Jesus’ story
of the talents in Matthew 25:14-30. God will make it happen
for you, when you make it happen for others.

It is a JOY to Serve
& Service Produces Joy

Class of 2009 - CLA RWANDA

Jeninah Uwingabire
When I first started thinking about working as a coordinator for the Cornerstone Old Students Association
(COSA) in Rwanda, I admit that I was scared and unsure
if I was really able to do such work at my young age.
It all seemed like a daunting task that required me to
work with a lot of different peoples emotions and expectations… and ultimately help solve people’s problems. I
didn’t know if I myself had the experience or maturity to
be respected in this role.
However, I remember many of my mentors (such as
Madam Sara, Mum Roset, and Johnson Karamuzi) have
always told me about the words of Jesus: “To whom
much is given much is expected”. I knew that they had
big hopes for the investment they were making in me;
and they would want to see me grow holistically, and
eventually give out what I had been given – to pass on
the blessing. And being encouraged by them and others,
I took up the responsibility and embraced the challange.
Although it has definately pushed me in new and uncomfortable ways, so far it has turned out to be such a
joyous period in my life!
Mother Theresa once said, “There is only one love,
and this is the love of God. Once we love God deeply
enough we will love our neighbor to the same extent
because, as we grow in our love for God, we grow to
respect all that He has created”. This thought has been
an inspiration to me as I work with the other girls in the
COSA community here – I am not just serving them… I
am serving God through them!

Part of my conviction to do the work I do, comes
from my own story and where I have come from.
Because of the circumstances of my background, I
used to think that it would be impossible for me
to go to University. No one in my family had ever
been that far in their formal education, and I knew
I would not get much financial support from them.
I applied to the Cornerstone Leadership Academy
(CLA) in Rwanda because I was attracted to the high
quality education they promised, but also because
of my financial situation. When I was admitted to
CLA, I then began to learn about some of the plans
and opportunities we would be exposed to if we did
well on our exams and COSA could help us continue
with higher education. It was such a blessing to me!
As I have seen this dream become a reality now that
I am on campus, I am inspired to bless others in the
same way and do what I can to help others achieve
their potential in life.
In this world, many people define leadership in terms
of building private empires on earth, but I am realizing
that true leadership is about building something of lasting significance into the hearts and minds of people. This
approach is much more difficult than the self-centered
approach because you are dealing with other peoples
lives and empowering them. Although it is harder, I believe anything of real value comes with great sacrifice,
so I am willing to do it. Through the character development I learned at CLA, I realize that challenges such as
this are only really opportunities for growth, and we
should receive them willingly. Just because something
is hard does not mean I should consider quitting – I
should only consider asking God for more strength to
overcome it. I have learned that challenges force you
to look at things from new perspectives and eventually
help you see new joys in life.
I am thankful for the opportunity to be a part of such
a great community of friends, where I constantly witness the personal transformation in my soul, mind,
and body. Joy fills my heart when I see the fruits of
what I have learned these last few years from Cornerstone. I am also thankful for the culture of servant leadership that we have created, as it is a selfperpetuating process: it is a joy to serve, and service
produces joy.
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Being Bold In Jesus
go. At the beginning of my campaign, people would admit to me that they would come to my rallies not because
they were interested in what I had to say, but they came
to see this girl who has confidence despite my lack of resources. We got support day by day because we spoke
to the students and had a relationship with them. They
could easily relate with me and my ideas. At the end of
it all, we gained more resources and support because the
students felt that I had what they wanted, so they voted me in. That was the first time at our university when
money and finances did not determine an election.

An alumni of the Youth Corps Program - UGANDA

Charity Byarugaba
I came to Cornerstone after my parents passed away and
the organization that was supporting me closed down. At
the time, I was very confused about what would happen
to me next, but I heard about Cornerstone and I called Simon Kabi, who let me come and stay in the Youth Corps
homes. I started staying in Bukesa Youth Corps home in
2002 and later moved to Ntinda home until 2010. I never
thought that I could stay in such a home with more than
20 girls and with mentors, who I did not know, but I had
to stay there and I learned how to work with people who
were different than me.
Having a personal experience with each of the mentors,
being able to share with them and to trust them was crucial to my time in the homes. They helped build my selfesteem, which was such a rich experience for me. I also
never used to think that someone could just walk out of
their home and offer service to someone else in the community. I learned this through our community service
work. By the end of it all, I had become so close with many
girls. Even now, I go to visit the girls because they are my
sisters and we have learned how to support one another.
While staying in the home, I took on various leadership positions especially in my local church, Christ Witness Church,
Ntinda and school responsibilities as well. After which, I
reached a high level of leadership at Kyambogo University,
where I became the Guild President (Student Body President.)
It was all of those ingredients that I learned in Ntinda
Youth Corps home that helped me reach that leadership
position. When I was campaigning, many of my opponents had a lot of money. They had millions of shillings;
they had cars, and so many other resources. I didn’t
have all that money and I walked wherever I had to
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I did all of this because of the integrity I found in the principles of Jesus. Jesus, the practice of mentorship, and my
experience are all very interrelated. First of all, the faith
that I had in Jesus gave me boldness. He says that nothing will be impossible and I knew that Jesus is greater
than the Guild Presidency. If I listened to all the negative
voices around me rather than trusting in Jesus, I would
never have known how far I could go. Secondly, I knew
that, like Jesus, the best leader knows the people they are
leading. Jesus said that the greatest among you should be
a servant and this has always been my driving force. The
ability to see myself in a servant position to the people I
am leading helped me find solutions.
Once I knew the people well, it became easy to deliver
applicable, relevant solutions to them, which comes right
along with building trust. Students believed in me and
trusted me because my office was always open, whereas
before, the Guild President was quite unreachable. This
gave me an edge because people would come to me, I
would get to know them, and I let them show me solutions to our issues. I’m looking forward to doing this one
day as the first female president of this country!
Currently, I am working for an organization called Educate!, which develops young people as leaders and as entrepreneurs in Africa. Mentorship is a big principle for
Educate and I contribute my exposure to the concept of
mentorship to Cornerstone. Just as I was mentored in Cornerstone, I now mentor students at 4 schools in Mukono.
I go to these schools and work with about 40 students in
each school – 160 total. I work with them to help them
discover their potential and to believe more in themselves
so they can make it through whatever situations they
face. We mentor them in all aspects of their lives while
also teaching them a course in social entrepreneurship
and leadership, which guides them to be change-makers.
In the schools where I work, 50% of the leadership team
comes from the students under Educate!’s programs. We
are really making a difference in these kids’ lives by putting something in them to get them inspired.
I am forever grateful to Cornerstone and my mentors (including Dr. Abed Bwanika) for such a tremendous investment in me and above all helping me realize my potential
and purpose for life,

Our Time is Now!
“We Have the Power to Shape our Future”
This approach has been effective in empowering the
young people we work with, and the peers that I live
with 24/7. It works because it is founded on ‘empowerment’, which means giving people responsibility, and
mentoring them through the process of accomplishment. Leading in this way also grooms successors who
can take over the work, and even do greater things. Unfortunately this perspective is lost in Africa. One man
wants to be in power for so long that his only way of
holding this position is to oppress all threats to his authority – the unfortunate side effect is that no one is developed and a leadership vacuum is created instead.

Class of 2009 - Ekitangaala T.H.S.

Godfrey Nzrimu
Amahoro (peace) to everyone and greetings from Burundi.
This has been another special year for our youth mentoring work in Burundi. Through this approach, little by little
we are seeing positive changes here. I work with both the
Africa Youth Leadership Forum and the home in Bujumbura – although the two are very closely associated. It has
been a life changing experience, and I would like to thank
Cornerstone for giving me this opportunity to work with
young people because for me it is away of contributing to
the leadership of my country in a grassroots way.
In my work here in Burundi over the last three years, with
Chris Mulisi, we have had many experiences that have
shaped and sharpened our leadership abilities. This time
has helped me learn, through real life scenarios, about
which approaches work, and what doesn’t. Personally,
I have come to believe in the approach of servant leadership, in working with young people here.
As you know, the past few decades have seen Burundi immersed in civil war, and this concept of leading through
service to others doesn’t make sense to many people whose
best example of success in leadership is through violence,
manipulation, and brute force. This has engendered a ‘big
man’ spirit, where everyone wants to be ‘the boss’ and very
few people can grasp the idea of being considered a servant
leader. However, through our mentoring work with young
people, we have those who have started to identify with
a 2,000 year old movement following the way of a simple
man from Nazareth; whose words were: “Let the greatest
among you be the one who serves.” (Matt 23:11).

Another aspect of this approach is in personal transformation. For mentoring to be effective, one must live
an exemplary life and be consistent in “practicing what
we preach.” A leader who says one thing, and does another, only confuses others and leads visionless people.
People don’t know what to believe in, and they can lose
morale in what the leader asks of them! This starts with
discipline, and humility of the ego – but it ends with
being left a holistically better person in the end. This
was the approach of Jesus, and it is how he was able to
be with people in a simple but meaningful way, where he
could speak into their lives. This approach has been effective in Burundi amongst the youth because, due to their
past of to war and conflict, they need much more sensitive
leaders, who can come down to their level and help them
work out their traumatic experiences.
I am proud to be doing this work, despite many other
people my age who resist taking responsibility for the
way society is as they think it is only old people who can
change things. This mindset is not true, as any one can
make a difference if they really exercise their leadership
potential – anyone who is focused and mature in their
mind. One of my mentors, Mzee Paul Lukwiya, used to
tell me: “We are young once but we can decide be immature forever.” So, let us not put off taking responsibility
for the way things are, and the way we would like to see
them change. If we have the mentality of putting it off till
later, we will never do it… our time is now!
We recently hosted Eric Kreutter to be our commencement
speaker as we graduated six guys from our two-year mentoring and leadership empowerment program after the pattern of Jesus. Three of the guys who have been living in the
home have recently graduated from University with Bachelor’s degrees and they give big thanks to the Cornerstone
community for the impact it has had in their lives.
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Let Your “Yes” be Yes,
& Your “No” be No
For GOD’s Glory
I practice these lessons that I learned in Cornerstone and
the Youth Corps home into the work that I do today.
Sometimes the women I work with are very harsh, since
some of them are former abductees of the Lord’s Resistance Army. When they become harsh with me, I usually
keep quiet and move away from them until I calm down
and can return to the situation with a better and more mature response.

Class of 2005 - CLA UGANDA

Eunice Atim
I graduated from Cornerstone Leadership Academy in
2005 and then studied Business Computing at Uganda
Christian University. After I graduated, I became one
of the first mentors in the Lira Youth Corps home. It
was a great period of character formation where I was
really sharpened in my leadership skills and could
practically apply all that I had learned with the young
people I was mentoring.
Currently I am the operations manager at 31 Bits Designs,
which is based in Gulu. I got to know about the organization in 2010 through John Niemeyer who was a friend of
the founder and I was given the job in 2011 when there was
a vacancy. As an operations manager, I am responsible for
quality control of our products and I oversee 117 women
beneficiaries who are given assignments by the directors.
We make jewelry that is sold in the United States and it
must be high quality, so I ensure that the products that we
send out do not have any problems. I make sure the women are given supplies in time, the beads are made well and
they have good varnish. The products are then sent to the
directors for a last review before they are shipped out.
Having graduated from Cornerstone, the habit of “Proactivity” has become very practical to me and has helped
me a lot in my work at the Youth Corps home as well with
these women at 31 Bits. When I was at the Lira home,
there were very few resources and we did not have a stable source of funding to support the children, so I had to
teach the girls to live simply. I could not teach this to them
without doing it myself, so I was always thinking of how
to use our budget most effectively and how to make
the money work that we had available.
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It is a great challenge to lead people who are older and
more experienced in life than me because they tend to
think that I don’t understand their situations, problems,
and challenges. However, Jesus’ style of leadership teaches me to be very humble and exemplary because only then
will I be able to form trusting relationships and people will
learn that I have good intentions and can also be a good
leader. I want the women to look up to me as an example,
not just as an authority figure. To achieve this, I must be
simple and be able to relate with them rather than use my
position for authority and to think of myself as higher.
I encourage others to be principled in order to be successful. Let your “yes” be yes and your “no” be no. Keep to
your word and fulfill your promises to others. It is important to tell the truth, even when it can be painful. I learned
this in the Lira home and I really tried to live in an exemplary way. I had to be accountable to what I was teaching
them because I knew that they were always looking up
to me. Also, you must also love one another, regardless
of the position of authority one holds. It is important to
recognize that we are all equally important in order to be
good and effective leaders.
Life has thrown me a lot of challenges over the years.
The key thing that has kept me going has been my belief in my potential, and my faith that God has a special
purpose for me.
31 Bits works with women in Northern Uganda making Jewelry

Volunteer Work,
Often Opens BIG Doors
good news that my application was considered; and
in my surprised state, I was given my scope of work
in July for me to review and give feed back on whether I would accept the assignment or not. After a short
deliberation, I responded positively and accepted the
opportunity.

Class of 2000 - CLA UGANDA

Omviti Nixon
Ever

since I graduated from Makerere University in
2005 I have been doing various forms of contract work.
Although this type of employment pays the bills, it does
not give the kind of security that a full time job offers. By
nature most of these contracts involved research or data
collection. For example, in 2007 I worked as a Contract
Individual Service Provider with the Business Culture
Fund. My job was to train and carry out community entry
activities in regard to mobilizing groups to join and form
Savings and Credit Cooperative Organization (SACCOs)
this took me to far off places like Manafwa district, a place
I had never reached till then. The Business Culture Fund
contract ended at the end of 2007, but one thing usually
leads to another with these jobs so I began looking for the
next step.
I then began doing community trainings with the Uganda
Cooperative Savings and Credit Union. I did this kind of
work just hopping from opportunity to opportunity, but
wasn’t ever really that passionate about SACCOs – it was
just what was presented to me. What I really wanted to
do was build a career in research, so I started looking for
more serious employment in the field of my real passion.
Sometimes when you want to get what you want in life it
doesn’t come easy, and I couldn’t find a decently paying
job doing what I really wanted to do.
In June 2012, I half-heartedly applied online to a ACDI/
VOCA advert that I saw in which they were looking for
a volunteer to develop Credit Unions Policy, Supervisory
and Regulatory frame works for Credit Unions in Liberia.
I thought it was a far off chance, and I was not very excited that I would be working for free, but I was interested
in the experience it would give me and what other real
jobs it might lead me to. It was not too long after I got the

On 3rd September 2012 I boarded a plane and left for
Monrovia, Liberia, for my volunteer assignment. It
was definitely the first of its kind to me, to travel out
side Uganda on a plane, to be welcomed by an official
driver to take me from the airport, to hotel, to work
place and back – I never expected it! I was promptly allocated desk space in the central Bank of Liberia offices
with all the professional services one could think of
(i.e. phone, fax , driver, secretary… etc), people would
come to consult me on various matters, and meetings
were arranged for me with stake holders in the microfinance sector (including even presidential advisors).
At different times I was chauffeured around to meet all
different types of people including US Embassy staff
in Monrovia, the leadership of APEX body of credit
unions in Liberia, as well as credit union representatives all around Monrovia and other parts of Liberia. My
work in all this was to give advice on what the central
bank of Liberia could do to help advance credits to poor
people who can not access expensive credits from commercial banks.
All that I can say it was such a great experience for me,
meeting people whom I thought I would never otherwise
have the opportunity in life to meet, talk to, and lend their
ear to hear what this poor little Ugandan man from Arua
has to say. Though the job was a volunteer assignment,
through the exposure and experience I got there, I realized part of my real potential as a professional person.
People listened to me in good faith, the assignment itself
was challenging for me because I had not had much similar experience in Uganda, but when people took me seriously, it encouraged me to perform excellently and really
do some great work – and in the end my self-esteem was
boosted up so much. I think it is fair to say that my work
in the months I spent in Liberia was one of the most effective contributions I have made to the human race so far...
this is even more impressive to me that I was only doing
it as a volunteer!
It was such a nice experience for me out side of Uganda, an
experience that I thought I would never get when I was tentatively considering what being a volunteer meant at the beginning. It actually gave me an inner sense of awareness that
Jesus is guiding my life and has a real plan for me. I am now
invigorated, filled with new hope, and encouragement
to see God’s will unfold further in my life!
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Newsletter Pictorial

Mzee Michael Timmis joins in a welcoming dance

Graduation at the Bujumbura Mentoring Home

Lugolobi leads a team of youth to meet
president Kagame in Rwanda

Jovia Ayo addresses a class at Ekitanga

Mentor
Friends pose on a visit to the Africa Union building in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Community service programs with the Youth Corps Homes in Kampala
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Mwau attempts a blind penalty at the COSA sports gala

CLA Rwanda Graduates its class of 2012

Eric and Dani celebrate a Kwanjula (traditional wedding)

aala Primary
Africa Youth Leadership Forum friends and participants with Hon. Speaker of Parliament Rebecca Kadaga, who spoke to them at the Kampala gathering in October.

rs sharing wisdom during a workshop

A Family of Friends!

Leaders Are Exemplary
From My Experience As a Mentor
nity through the quality of our lives, because: ‘People will
rarely do what you say, instead they will always do like
you do’. I have learned that the heart of mentoring is: “Actions speak louder than words.”
I love the mentoring process because it involves mutual
learning. What I mean is that when we serve others as
mentors, it if often those very people we mentor who end
up inspiring us to be better. When you realize this, you
can always appreciate the qualities you see in those who
are under you and learn from them.

Class of 2010 - CLA RWANDA

Sedar Ndatimana
Who I am today is a product of all my experiences in

life – the most substantial of which so far has been my
time spent at CLA Rwanda. During the 3 years I spent at
school, I was shaped and sharpened in many ways, and I
learned about potential in myself that I never knew was
possible. I learned about my personality, the strengths and
weaknesses that were inherent in me, and the art of character development as an approach to personal leadership
empowerment. This has dramatically helped me improve
my performance in all areas of my personal life, and also
all my inter-personal relationships with others.

I have also learned to let myself be challenged by others
who can hold me accountable to my own highest and best
values. Without this aspect of constant learning, we can
never experience personal growth – and I am sure that
growth is a fundamental aspect of achieving success in
this world.
While the world believes in competition, and division –
true progress in the work God has for us can only be made
if we learn to appreciate what we can learn from people
who are different than us. It was with this in mind that I
was able to live with my younger ‘brothers and sisters’ at
CLA Rwanda as a mentor.
The lessons I learned while mentoring have given me a
foundation for working in the real world. We often see
or hear of people who do great and wonderful things,
but fall short of real lasting success because they have
not developed their character and have a weakness that
eventually brings them down. So, let us continually check
our character: what we do, how we live, and what we say
amongst others; let us continually learn from others, and
be open to learning new things about ourselves. As long
as we grow in the direction of faithfulness, honesty, humility, kindness, and self control we will achieve the purpose that God set out for us.

Witnessing this growth in myself is what really drove me
to want to help others discover the potential in their own
lives. So, after I graduated from school last year, I was
asked to stay on and be part of the mentoring team at CLA
in order to pass on our ‘culture’ to the next class. For me
this was a great opportunity to ‘give back’ and be
a blessing to others in the same way I was blessed
COSA Rwanda recently celebrated their second annual retreat
to be mentored while I was at CLA.
I used to think of leaders as people who argued
with others and always got their way. Now I see
that leadership is about influence, and the best
way to influence others is to live by example so
that people can practically experience everything I
believe in. It does not matter who you are, how old
or young, how rich or poor, what class in society,
whether male or female, or however else people
can be categorized, we all have the potential to
undergo a personal transformation to develop a
personality that can be an inspiring role model
for others. We can all help edify our commu-
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The Personal is Political
tion, to being visionary and managing expectations
from students and the administration. I had never
gone through any formal leadership training or mentorship process to help me understand the essence of
leadership, but I still gave it my all with the little that I
knew. I needed another platform to learn about leadership beyond my own experiences.

An alumni of the Africa Youth Leadership Forum - Kenya

Caren Wakoli

I come from a humble background in a small village in
Bungoma Country in the Western part of Kenya. I have
had the privilege of staring into the face of social injustice
and witnessing it. In other words, I have personally experienced the impact of bad leadership. This is not to say that
I haven’t enjoyed the fruits of good leadership, because I
have. I say the personal is political because good or bad
leadership is a matter of life and death for real people politics are personal for all of us. I break leadership down
to issues such as access to basic needs, level of access to
quality education, quality of infrastructure, security, access
to secure livelihoods, gender equity, business environment
for investment, level of access to markets by farmers, and
the ability to enjoy one’s human rights, among others. The
question then becomes, are people living in dignity?
My leadership experience began many years ago even before joining Primary School. It began at home. I am the eldest amongst my siblings and I learned to take charge and
care for my younger brothers and sisters when we were
little kids, so I learned early on how to be a leader and I
practiced it in the many institutions I have been through
(school, church, college, youth movements and networks
at the national and international level). However, leadership started making so much sense to me while at the
University of Nairobi. I was serving students on various
platforms – the Christian Union (Main Campus Christian
Union-MCCU), the Students’ Union (Students Organization of Nairobi University –SONU) and various student
clubs at the University. I also served in a movement of student leaders from public and private universities called
the National Student Leaders Forum.
During the four years at university, I was faced with an
endless list of challenging leadership issues from negotia-

I then came across Africa Youth Leadership Forum
(AYLF) in 2008 and this platform simply provided me
a safe space to learn a lot of things about leadership,
especially Jesus’ model of leadership! I had the space
to ask questions (even stupid questions!). I interrogated different models of leadership, I listened to inspiring stories and experiences of other leaders, I was
challenged to better myself and be the best I can be,
I picked up very important concepts like mentorship
and now my life will never be the same again.
Because of AYLF, by the time I was breaking forth into
leadership at the national and regional levels, I can confidently say I knew what I was doing. I began embracing key elements in leadership such as focus, character,
discipline, commitment, passion, results, courage and
purpose. Jesus became the center of my focus in my influence at various levels of youth service.
It doesn’t matter who you are, your age, or even your status in society - there comes a time in everyone’s life when
we have to make the choice to pay the price to be able to
grow. At these times, we find that true leadership, which
is all about service, is paid with a high price. One of the
most difficult aspects of true leadership are the moments of
loneliness. Whether you like it or not, as a leader you will
experience moments of aloneness, moments when only
you understand your story, moments when only you understand what you feel and know where you are, moments
when only you can explain how you experience God. The
alone moments are grinding and grounding and just like
the process of refining silver and gold through fire, one oftentimes emerges from these seasons renewed, refreshed
and revitalized to live and lead for God.
One of the other prices is that as a leader, you have to
be very dynamic, disciplined, continuously learning, and
regularly on your knees asking for wisdom and guidance
from God. It is paradoxical that, in as-much-as leaders are
human and live ordinary lives, they are expected to be
ahead of the pack, to chart the way forward.
As I come to the end of my reflections on leadership, I wish
to affirm again that the personal is political. For me, leadership is a calling and my pursuit in life is for all people to live
in dignity. And dignity is directly linked to good leadership.
I am hopeful that as we continue to walk the talk, serve society and mentor young people to live lives of significance,
change in Kenya and in Africa is unstoppable!
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“A Solution Finder”

For the Challenges of our Land
have transformed my life and made me into a confident and
influential person in my society and our country.

Class of 2006 - CLA UGANDA

Salum Masenga
Since graduating from Dar Es Salam University of Tanza-

nia, I have been living in Arusha and working with young
people. I am helping out at the new Cornerstone Leadership Academy (CLA) wherever possible, and reaching out
to a broader circle of youth around town as well. At CLA
my main responsibilities have been in mentoring students
and assisting with any special needs that students, who are
coming up through Cornerstone’s work, may have.
Because the team in Tanzania has many Ugandans, I act
as a ‘link’ in many ways to bridge the cultural gap. I also
help out with many administrative and legal responsibilities that Cornerstone has, along with Fred and Peter Nyalandu. Because of all this, it’s been a good year for me in
terms of my personal leadership development.
As a young man from an Islamic background, I have learned
a lot from the life of Jesus that I try to incorporate into my
own personal mission in life. He began his ministry when
he was just as young as I am, he started with a small group
of only few people, he was a hard worker, a deep thinker,
and a servant leader – these are all aspirations I have as
well. Jesus never looked down on people from other religious faiths – he only looked at a person’s heart, and their
righteousness. We can see this in the way he interacted with
the people of the Samaritan faith, as we read in the gospel
of John 4:40, he stayed in one of their villages for two days.
He came for all people, poor or rich, Muslim or Christian
or unbeliever, and he had a message that could reach them
wherever they were at. Jesus said “Seek first the kingdom of
God and everything shall be provided unto you and blessing
shall follow you”. If we practically lived this message, we
would all live great lives because they contain lessons
for living life abundantly. His concept and precepts
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One project I have worked on this year with young people
in Tanzania is mainly alongside the vision of Africa Youth
Leadership Forum. I and several colleagues have made efforts to start a small group through some relationships we
have here to reach out to students at the University level.
One of our ideas is to offer trainings and workshops on vision related materials such as the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, 10 Principles of CLA, 50 Precepts of Jesus…
etc. In our first such event, we rented out Kimahama Hall
in Arusha on August 24th, and only 5 people came! Although it was a bit disappointing, we did our best because
we believed in Jesus’ words, “He who is faithful in a very
little thing is faithful also in much; and he who is unfaithful in a very little thing is also unfaithful in much.” We
also knew that a journey of a thousand miles begins with
one small step – so, just to get started was a victory!
Since then, we have continued to organize regular events
and our network of relationships is now expanding, as we
continue to adjust our programs to better fit the demand
and needs of this particular area. Furthermore, I believe
we are in a very good position now, since the first class of
CLA Tanzania graduates is coming out next February. We
will soon really be ready to influence University students
around entire country. I am both excited and proud of everything we are doing, as I look forward to the change
that will come in our country through our faithful work in
this great vision for the kingdom of God.
In all these experiences of responsibilities, I have learned
several key traits of good leadership:
1. Challenges are a better teacher than success. Learn from
your mistakes and they will make you a stronger and
more capable person in the end.
2. Keep your word, and keep time. People who are punctual and honest are always respected by others and will show
up on time to be entrusted with greater responsibilities.
3. Cultivate friendship. I like this quote: “When a man really finds himself at the top of the ladder of success, he is
never alone, because no man can climb to genuine success
without taking others along with him”.
4. Do one thing well. It is better to do one thing well, than
to do many things poorly – you will never be recognized
for your talent if you haven’t been faithful with the small
thing you have.
5. Remember your purpose. This will always keep you focused and energized when times get tough.
6. Patience. Never give up or lose hope in your potential
and the potential of others.
7. Thirst for knowledge. We can always keep learning,
growing, and gaining new skills.
8. Self-reliance. Although it is good to depend on others, it
is better to be able to care for your own needs so that you
are not a constant burden on others.

Being Proactive
and Actively Taking
Responsibility
As I was taking a gap year, waiting to sort out my
plans for university, I began to volunteer to take on
as much responsibility as I could. I knew that this was
a way for me to continue to sharpen my leadership
abilities and prepare for the next stage of my life. In
this, I was active in home responsibilities and small
group fellowships, I taught leadership materials at
CLA Rwanda, I helped out with Africa Youth Leadership Forum activities at various University campuses
around Kigali, and I also became a youth pastor at the
church I joined in town.
Class of 2009 - Ekitangaala T.H.S.

Godfrey Kasekuro
My story starts at Ekitangaala Ranch in Nakasongola
district, Uganda. It was here that I grew up, attended Ekitangaala Transformation High School and was introduced
to the Cornerstone community and all the leadership empowerment and character development materials that
are taught in these circles. After graduating ‘A’ levels in
2009, I decided to move to Rwanda, where my family was
slowly migrating back to its roots, and I joined the Youth
Corps home and along with about 10 other guys, continued my leadership development journey with Jesus.
My time in this house has really been one of the greatest times of growth in my life. Each of the other 10 guys
in the house was unique and different in some way
– this constantly challenged me to focus on our common ground, and strengthen my ability to connect with
people on deeper issues than just that which society
looks at (i.e. class, tribe, religion… etc). Among other
daily disciplines, we were engaged in regular fellowship, prayer with one another, and sharing of discipleship materials. I also personally committed to reading
through one special interest leadership book each 3
months with Godfrey Lugoloobi.
The guys were very exceptional people, each very ambitious in their own right, most holding different positions of responsibility in their University, and all influential in their communities wherever God had placed
them. This really inspired me and gave me courage to
step up and take on some type of student leadership
when my time came.

When I finally joined Mount Kenya University, I was
ready, willing and able to step into student leadership.
I was filled with a vision to be a good leader who could
bring real inspirational change to the student body - living by example, in the spirit of Jesus. As election season
came around, I started meeting different groups, speaking to gatherings where possible, and slowly building
my campaign to run for student body guild president.
The friends I had made the previous year became my
campaign agents, including my brother Mr. William Kinunu who was in the Masters Program and represented
me there! These friends volunteered their time and efforts
to bring our dream to fruition.
Taking on this responsibility soon led me to be trusted to
represent our local constituency at “Mudugudu”, which
is our local neighborhood council.
In our leadership empowerment material, we talk about
the habit of being “Pro-active” and how life is a product
of the intentional choices that we make each day. I would
say that really understanding this principle caused a
paradigm shift in me that made me realize that the only
thing standing between me and my goals was my choices! I attribute a large degree of my success to the fact that
I decided to be proactive, and practice all the habits of
discipline that this principle implies.
The other determining factor I would say is “Environment” – because I was immersed in a culture of leadership
empowerment, character development, and discipleship
in the Cornerstone programs, I was able to access learning that other people my age cannot. This is part of the
reason that I am so passionate about sharing these principles, precepts, and person of Jesus – because they
are so life transforming!
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Finding Common Ground
The Key to Working With Different People
it is, and serve whole heartedly that everything will
go on well and I will be provided with the strength to
fulfill my duties. In this spirit, I am reminded of Jesus’ promise: “Seek ye first the kingdom of God and
his righteousness, and all these things will be added
unto you”.

Class of 2011 - CLA Rwanda

Dora Tengera
I would like to start with a great big thank you to
all the friends involved in the Cornerstone community in general – you really are playing a great role
in the lives of us young people both in Rwanda and
beyond. I graduated from Cornerstone Leadership
Academy (CLA) Rwanda in 2011, and now I am in
University studying Finance and Banking. Who I
am today is in a large part due to my experience at
C.L.A Rwanda, where I was mentored and taught
about leadership and discipleship through the special courses they offered. These sharpened and developed my character, and revealed to me my true
potential as a daughter of God.
Because of the transformation I had witnessed, and
the truth I saw in the program at C.L.A. I became excited about the vision of Cornerstone and have tried
to stay engaged in serving it in many ways. This led
me to be elected as a coordinator for my class (the
Builders of Strong Unity generation) along with Carlos who works more with the boys. Although working
as a class coordinator is sometimes difficult, I personally count it as a blessing because I always learn so
much from serving others. Having this perspective
keeps me from feeling ‘burnt out’ from always giving
my time and energy to this work.
Initially, I didn’t know if I had what it took to be responsible for coordinating the ladies in our class.
But, since it is a service related to the kingdom of
God, I know that as long as I value it for what
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One thing I have learned through this work of coordination is in working with people who are different
than me. In our class we have people from all different regions of the country, as well as tribal backgrounds, and faith backgrounds. This requires me to
find common ground with others to build our relationship on. Identifying this common ground, has
made me realize that we are all basically the same, we
have the same dreams, we have the same goals, and
we have the same desires for love in this life. Sometimes I can get intimidated when I am asked to work
with someone who is more popular than me, or who
is older than me, or even who is brighter than me.
But humility, kindness, and the spirit of togetherness
in the spirit of Jesus, that we have cultivated among
ourselves helps us to achieve a lot of unity.
It is inspiring to me to see people coming out to help
one another whenever one of us communicates that
they are going through a difficult time. This is a real
sign that we are united in a right spirit.
Sometimes I can get discouraged when things don’t
seem to be working out right, or I feel under appreciated for what I am doing. But one thing that has
helped me is learning from the experience of my
fellow coordinators. We try to meet and fellowship
with each other on a regular basis to encourage one
another, share challenges, and inspire each other to
more effective work. In this we can share ideas and
often help each other over come, or find a way out of,
difficult situations. These times are also good for us
to revisit our vision and assess ways of achieving our
greater mission in Rwanda and beyond.
As I wind up, I would like to thank everyone who
is part of COSA Rwanda for the great commitment
they have shown towards our shared vision. I believe that as long as we patiently persevere, staying
united with each other in the spirit of Jesus, we will
eventually achieve what we struggle for. To my fellow coordinators, thanks for the good work you are
doing and keep it up!

Leadership is Not
About Being the Boss
The time I spent in the Cornerstone homes gave me
an important platform to learn many things. I had
mentors to look up to, to learn from, and to imitate. I
attribute most of the things I am doing now to the time
in Cornerstone where I learned these things from my
mentors. I learned the concept and practice of Servant
Leadership, which is one of the things that I appreciate
the most from my time there. This precept continues
to affect my work because when you minister to street
children, you absolutely cannot be a king.

An alumni of the Youth Corps Program - UGANDA

David Kakeeto
I was first connected to Cornerstone through Coach Stone’s
Wolves football program and I soon moved into Kibuli Youth
Corps Home. In 2003 I was able to move to Bukesa home to
resume my studies, where I stayed for about 4 years. When
I was in Bukesa Youth Corps Home, I think I had the very
best mentors. They really loved me and equipped me to
be on my own and to become a leader in my community
through the principles and precepts of Jesus that they taught
to me. I lived with a tough group of guys in Bukesa home,
but through that time, the Lord really did a lot of things in
my life and changed a lot of my perspectives.
When I left Bukesa home and finished S6, I didn’t have
any money for university, so I started cleaning an office to
make some money. I did that for a year and the owner
soon promoted me to be the warehouse manager, where I
worked for another 2 years. At this time, I started to feel
uncomfortable. My heart was not settled. Yes, I was making money, but something was missing. I decided to quit
this job and I grabbed my guitar because it was the only
thing that I owned. I started going back to Bukesa home
and also to Mengo home to share about Jesus with the kids.
I also went into the street to share with the children there.
Soon, I began tutoring street kids in math and English
in Makerere, Kivulu. I only taught for one day and an
American woman named Abigail, who is now my wife,
asked me to be a mentor in a home for street kids run by
the organization she was working with, Global Training
Network (GTN). I now still work with my wife in the
slum at Makerere, Kivulu. We are directing a ministry
called “A Perfect Injustice,” reaching out to street children and former prostituted women, mentoring them in
the knowledge and life of Jesus.

There is not a place in the Bible where I see Jesus telling
people to do something that he has not done himself. I
know that I cannot tell a child to do what I will not do.
They have to see something in me and then imitate it.
Jesus was equipping people and empowering them by
modeling how to live a great life. I feel like Jesus is the
best servant leader because he didn’t have his own agenda. He always put other people before him. He didn’t
build himself his own castle, but he slept with his disciples wherever they slept. He was with them and shared
everything. Like this, people will learn the most when
they see you do something, and I know that these street
kids see my walk with Jesus because I show them how.
I also learned this through the community work that we
did while I was in Bukesa home. We would slash the
roadsides, pick up trash, and dig dirt out of the trenches,
which taught me that I have to do something if I want
to make change. Leadership is not about being the boss.
Our kids often think that being a leader is being on top,
but it’s actually showing others the way to go by coming
down to them. Like Jesus, I try to walk together with the
kids in their path, forgetting about titles.
There is one boy in our home who was particularly stubborn. I reached a point where I was extremely annoyed at
him because he was just too much to handle and he was
fighting with everyone. He had things in his past that I
knew he was struggling with, so I would take him out
shopping and try to talk with him. He didn’t open up immediately, but I just tried to show him that I knew he was
around and that I cared. I had to start telling him the good
things about him rather than only what annoyed me. Now,
he is a kid that I am very proud of. There are so many similar children I have had to go down to their level, to walk in
their path with them and then lift them up.
I have learned through my time in Cornerstone and with
my current work that when you give someone your ear,
you lift them up and this is what makes a good leader. Being gentle and listening is always better for leadership than
someone who does not care about others and whose agenda is always first. I will always count on these important
principles in my life to guide me in mentoring others.
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A Leader is Resourceful
Overcoming Challenges by
For GOD’s Glory
Starting
With What You Have

Class of 2006 - CLA UGANDA

Emma Ayebare
I grew up in Kabaale, where I was raised by my Auntie
since my parents passed away when I was very young.
When I was in P7, my Auntie also passed away and I was
left in the care of my older sister, who paid my school fees
for O Level. My sister married a Cornerstone Old Boy, who
suggested that I apply to Cornerstone Leadership Academy for my Advanced Level High School. And, later I was
accepted into CLA girls. Being admitted into CLA was the
best opportunity for me. The principles that we learned at
school gave me much more self-confidence and it opened
my mind. I was a Prefect in O’ Level, but was not very
knowledgeable about what leadership really was - at CLA I
was able to learn much more about leadership.
After I graduated from CLA in 2006, I went to Kyambogo
University for my diploma. I was later hired by Sseko Designs, a social enterprise business that hires women to make
sandals and handbags that are sold in the U.S. and Australia. I became the quality control and floor manager at Sseko,
where I practiced the leadership principles that I learned at
CLA. This position taught me how to relate with others who
are very different than me. I had to learn how to manage
many different personalities, women of different ages, and
employees from all around the country. I had to learn how
to be humble when relating with all of these people.
I think that the best lesson from CLA that I remembered at Sseko is that on a personal level, I had to have a
vision and a sense of purpose. Beginning with the end
in mind has always helped me when I face challenges,
because at the end of the day I know my goals and I
know where I am going. I know that I can carry
this lesson into other contexts and it will help me
at many different times in my life.
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Besides my work with Sseko, I have tried to be very resourceful and creative in order to raise money for my
university fees. Being an entrepreneur and thinking of
new ways to improve business is what I enjoy doing and
I think that resourcefulness is also an important aspect
of leadership. Over the last few years, I have made,
marketed and sold my own peanut butter, and have designed, screen-printed and sold articles like hats, t-shirts,
wall hangings, and stickers to the people in my community. I also give business advice to others who are trying
to start something small of their own to earn money. As
leaders, we don’t always have all the resources we need
in order to achieve our vision, so we have to come up
with creative ways to fill in the gaps.
I am currently coordinating the Business Forum for COSA and
I am also a class coordinator for my course at campus, where
I am doing a Bachelors of Finance and Investment Analysis.
Getting into these leadership roles has taken a lot of confidence.
Thanks to Cornerstone, I now have a greater self-esteem. I am
no longer shy, which is a good quality for a leader.
I’ve also learned a lot about leadership from Jesus. Jesus
was able to be with many different kinds of people and was
able to relate with them all equally. Looking at him, I can
comfortably relate with people of all ages, all tribes, and
different characters. Jesus was also forgiving, patient, and
approached people with an open mind. I know that I have
to seek first to understand the different personalities that
I work with so that I can accommodate them in my plans.
You have to know and understand the people who you are
leading in order to lead well. If I fail to have an open mind
and fail to learn from the challenges I face, then I will not be
an effective leader. When we are patient, we can work with
anyone and this is always important to remind ourselves.
My vision for my future is to become financially independent and always be a woman who loves God. I am aiming to become a true entrepreneur and even start my own
social business that can employ Cornerstone lady alumni.
My advice to others is to always believe in your self. It is
the people who are determined, those who know what they
want and stick to it, who will be true leaders. When you
have courage to face difficult situations and the self-esteem
to take you through hard times, everything is possible.
I am very grateful to Cornerstone for the many opportunities they have provided me. The principles that I have
learned at Cornerstone have opened many doors and I
know that I have a community that will always support me
when I face challenges. The Cornerstone community is a
family to me and I remain thankful.

Lessons From Afghanistan
“My Experience Working Abroad with the U.N.“
too menial or beyond the responsibilities of a servant
leader, the way that Jesus showed us.
Telling the honest truth about matters of work is one
thing I have been clear I would do from my first day with
the United Nations. Once, some files were misplaced by
my colleagues, and they were trying to stage a cover-up
because our boss wasn’t aware of what was happening.
But because of my convictions, I felt it was best to be transparent and I came out to simply explain to them that we
could not find the documents. It is such moral strength
which brought about the high level of trust that our Chief
of the Unit has for me. As a result, I was entrusted by the
whole unit as the Officer-In-Charge for one month; and
come next year I am taking up the supervision of “Mail
and Pouch” as a result of this developed trust.
Class of 2003 - CLA UGANDA

Musa Batwala
I am currently working in Afghanistan with the United
Nations. Honestly, it is one of the most challenging countries in this world I can imagine working in. The effects of
the on-going war continues to afflict the local population.
Furthermore, despite their poverty, there is a strong culture
here that is resistant to change and development. Soon after
reaching here, my bosses started to notice leadership potential in me. Now, my current position requires me to take
up supervision and responsibility over various projects.
As a leader I have had to learn new ways of being effective
in a strange culture. So, I have always tried to make many
friends with the national staff to ensure that I can fulfill
my obligation as a supervisor. One thing I always do after
assigning work to various colleagues, is to ensure that I
motivate them by appreciating all their finished work. I
do this via email and I copy other staff to encourage them
work harder. I also try as much as possible to learn the
culture and beliefs of the local staff so as to avoid miscommunication and clashes (which occasionally still happen).
I have always tried my best to know more in all aspects of
dealing with their “I know it all.” attitudes.
These behaviors were inspired in my by my mentor Mzee
Lukwiya Paul, who always told us that, ‘If you want to influence someone, you first love him or her.’ This is another
way of saying that, ‘People don’t care what you know, until they know that you care’.
In all my work with the UN Mission in Afghanistan, even
when I started and had fewer responsibilities, I did my
job with all my heart. Whether it is routine work such as
carrying boxes of records around to different offices, or
helping to counsel fellow staff whose contracts have expired due to our downsizing in the country - no task is

There are many definitions of who a good leader should
be, but I look at a good leader as: “One who knows the
way, shows the way and goes the way.” Some scholars argue that leaders are born; others assert that they are made;
but I have a view that it’s a combination of the two. In my
view the following characteristics qualify one to be a good
leader, someone is: honoring God in their life, cooperative,
caring, having integrity, courageous, innovative, consistent, leading by example, humble and a servant to society.
As I have observed my superiors at work, and mentors in
life, I have learned several things about good leaders:
(1) They continue to learn and change throughout their
lives. The more you add value on yourself the more you
will be relevant to this ever-changing world. Effective people are constantly able to discover and apply new skills.
(2) They take responsibility for mistakes and learn from
them. We all make mistakes but we shouldn’t let ourselves
be held back by them and we shouldn’t repeat them.
(3) They are creative. As a leader, you have to look at the
same set of factors that everyone else sees, but you have to
assemble them into an enticing new possibility. Effective
leaders are able to shake up their thinking, permitting an
array of patterns out of the same bits of reality.
(4) They recognize other people’s strengths and weaknesses and prudently empower others accordingly.
(5) They are hard working – which is a fundamental factor
for success in all aspects of life. (Colossians 3:23)
(6) They are humble. Jesus led a where he portrayed the
effectiveness of servant leadership and the power of a
humble leader.
(7) They have integrity. People have come around my office offering bribes to leak certain information to the media
outlets. But just as the devil tempted Jesus so many times,
his focus and conviction to fulfilling his mission has
inspired me to do the same in my work.
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COSA CALENDAR
DATE

*A Note About COSA Coordinators

EVENT

30 Nov - 2 Dec 2012

COSA Rwanda Annual Retreat

16 Dec 2012

End of Year COSA Dinner (Ug)

27 January

Rwanda Monthly Fellowship

3 February

Uganda Monthly Fellowship

24 February

Rwanda Monthly Fellowship

3 March

Uganda Monthly Fellowship

T.B.A. March

Ladies Gathering

COSA COORDINATORS

28 Mar - 1 Apr 2013
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COSA Uganda Annual Retreat

CLA Uganda
1996 Boys
1997 Boys
1998a Boys
1998b Boys
1999 Boys
2000 Boys
2001 Boys
2002 Boys
2003 Boys
2004 Boys
2005 Boys
2005 Girls
2006 Boys
2006 Girls
2007 Boys
2007 Girls
2008 Boys
2008 Girls
2009 Boys
2009 Girls
2010 Boys
2010 Girls
2011 Boys
2011 Girls
2012 Boys
2012 Girls

Ojok Philip
Alfred Edakasi
Ogwal Richard
Odware Steven
Makumbi Semei
Mutaawe Richard
Assimwe Venacio
Mbaziira Josephats
Esungeti Simon
Orwamo Justine
Michi Paul
Babirye Prossy
Ruyonza Enock
Nabuuma Mary
Lukyamuzi Charles
Nanfuka Margret
Nyeko Denish
Nangoma Hellen
Otto Bosco
Kyesige Harriet
Munanura Ivan
Mukatabana Suzan
Elasu Edmond
Akao Patricia
Aumu John
Ngabire Jackie

(Phone #s)

0711877777
0772589114
0772697584
0773291823
0772353289
0773001936
0782384459
0772084745
0712585281
0782594487
0772030701
0782248041
0772987057
0773357069
0776107732
0788288073
0778377503
0783008704
0777040494
0785190159
0785134050
0778715139
0771474697
0705054929
0777773033
0750625841

CLA Rwanda
2009 Girls
2009 Boys
2010 Girls
2010 Boys
2011 Girls
2011 Boys
2012 Girls
2012 Boys

Jeninah Uwingabire
Modeste Ntaganda
Chantal Mutoni
Gerald Ntambara
Dorah Ndahiro
Carlos Kagame
Umutesi Hellen
Muboke Fabrice

Ekitangaala T.H.S.
2007
2008 Girls
2008 Boys
2009 Girls
2009 Boys
2010 Girls
2010 Boys
2011 Girls
2011 Boys
2012 Girls
2012 Boys

Lubwama Javis
Nanziri Jane
Bwanga Emma
Kakwezi Agnes
Oyati Anthony
Akampulira Janes
Maximillia Mukwatsibwe
Tendo Gloria
Luyonza Joshua
Ayo Oliver
Kiibi Nathan

(Phone #s)

0771487614
0774486804
0773384085
0784517571
0783215689
0788277585
0779879825
0771473543
0704181360
0783579294
0782549711

University Groups (Ug)
MAK
KYU
Nsamizi
UCU
MUBS
Sorority

Enamu Daniel
Namakanda Lillian
Bwanga Emma (ekosa)
Magayi Henry
Nante Talent
Lukwamuzi Charles
Enyaru Mary
Alwaro Jesca
Epechu Brian
Musimenta Marion
Kebirungi Loy
Busingye Margrate

0783190737
0784436027
0773384085
0774436027
0789694328
0776107732
0771820298
0779867192
0783621514
0785335496
0713294577
0783337404

Regional Groups
Gulu

0785794795
0783218289
0785246766
0785767397
0785682476
0784804668
0788341057
0788798829

Coordination is not a job that these people are paid to do- these are volunteers.
They do it because they have a heart to
serve and were elected by their class as
the most willing people for the job. A coordinator can step down or be replaced if
the individual is no longer able to serve
effectively in this capacity, or the class
feels there is a better person to do the
job. But remember, just because someone
else may be your class coordinator does
not mean you should put all the work on
them! Please take time to follow up with
your old classmates - see what they are
up to these days, find out what their challanges are, inspire one another with ideas,
and let’s make this movement something
truely great to change all our lives, and
ultimately the world for the better.

Ogimo Tycoon
Onapa James
Lira
Eluku Micheal
Arua
Dema Peter
Karamojja Logit Gabriel
Otto Bosco
Soroti
Emau Peter
Mbale
Wnjja Moses
Tororo
Michi Paul

0713345127
0782652657
0777075710
0752842114
0775898241
0777040494
0773166964
0776222797
0772030701

but also whom we have given the
right to examine, to question and
to give counsel.
Proverbs 27:17: As iron sharpens
iron so one man sharpens another.
As important as it is to cultivate a
personal relationship with God we
all need a few other close like-minded friends to walk through life with
us: To help us stay on track, to keep
us growing and to navigate through
life’s challenges.

Are you part of a small, fellowship group?
Our hearts were made for deep, authentic relationships---for community with others. But genuine fellowship isn’t practical in a crowd of 100
or 1,000. That’s why even though you
may be attending a place of worship
on a regular basis…it is still good to
be part of a small group.

Small fellowship groups provide
the encouragement, correction, and
accountability that keep us from
drifting away from our highest and
best values. Accountability involves
opening up our life to a few carefully selected, trusted, individual
confidants who speak the truth to us

Inspirational Influence
Tim’s article, continued from back cover (p.28)

The word “inspiration” literally means “in-Spirit.”
So, to become inspired, in the truest sense of the word,
would be to infuse your self with “Spirit.” When Jesus
was sharing some core truths about God to the Samaritan woman at the well, he told her: “God is Spirit.”
Therefore, to lead a fully inspired life, or an “in-Spirit”
life we would need to learn how to function each moment of the day in a sense of union with God.
In my experience, I have found that there are basically two ways I ‘do life’:

1.

The Normal Way – of operating “in ego” mode.
To be honest, I go through too much of the day in
this way, blind to the presence of Spirit. I get preoccupied with my own thoughts on how to meet the
challenges of the day: Sometimes affected by emotions, sometimes distracted by electronic gadgets
(and all the news and amusements they connect us
to), sometimes influenced by desires and sometimes
weary. Basically, I get pre-occupied with ‘the cares
and worries of the day,’ as Jesus put it and miss the
most important thing: the constant presence of Spirit. So, in summary, I would say operating “in-ego” is
going about my day in a mind frame of separateness
from God.
.

A great way you can get this is by
being part of a weekly fellowship
group. This is one of the core values
of the Prayer Breakfast movement
world-wide. Contact this email…..
for more details on how you can
join such a group.
For more information on how to be a
part of a small group, please contact:

Alfred Edakasi:
edakasi@yahoo.co.uk

2. The Inspired Way - of operating “in Spirit” mode. I
understand “Spirit” as the boundless presence of God
in which “we live and move and have our being.” It’s
always there but only becomes active in our daily experience when we bring our awareness to it. This is
another way of describing the catalyzing effect of faith.
Bringing awareness to Spirit in the moment-by-moment tasks of daily life opens access to what is needed
in that moment. For, the Spirit is love, is patience, is
wisdom, is strength. So, in summary, I would say operating in-Spirit is going about my day with a mindfulness of, and a sense of oneness with, this Presence.
In Cornerstone, we describe our work as “youth
leadership development” – following the pattern of
Jesus. But Jesus never left any formula or any manual on leadership. What he left was his personal example and his teachings - as recorded by those who
were with him and inspired by him.
If there were one aspect to learning to lead like and
with Jesus that was the foundation for all others, to
me it would be this: Jesus functioned out of a sense
of union with God.
His style of leadership was to ‘abide” in a condition
of oneness with the Father and then daily pour out
his life, his Spirit, into the men and women who were
with him, and those that came across his path as he
went about his day.
continued on page 26 ->
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Inspirational Influence
Continued from page 25

We all know this statement made by Jesus: “I and the
Father are one.” But, we too can think and talk like
Jesus and develop the same realization: “I and the
Father are one.” And, this is in agreement with biblical teaching, as it written in I Corinthians 6:17: “He
that is joined to the Lord is one with him in Spirit.”
The same author, Apostle Paul, taught: “Have this
mind in you which was in Christ Jesus.”
In the words of Thomas Merton: “We are already one.
But we imagine that we are not. And what we have
to recover is our original unity. What we have to be
is what we are.” Again, it is faith that activates this
realization. It is seeing the invisible. “For the things
that are seen are temporary but the things that are
unseen are eternal.” (2 Cor. 4:18) Ego and Spirit are
not compatible – they can’t occupy the same space.
The human soul in its true design is to be ‘a temple
of the holy Spirit.’ One acronym for EGO is: Edging
God Out. When we let fear, anxiety, greed, or hate take up residence in us, we have edged God out - we
are in ego mode. When we are holding love, gratitude, peace, patience, kindness, generosity within us
- we are in Spirit mode.
Our egos naturally draw us to live in a state of self
independence but our soul knows that the only thing
that is really important is to live each moment of
the day in alignment with Spirit. I know of a man in
the 17th century who devoted his life to trying to stay
in-Spirit. He is simply known as “Brother Lawrence”
and for the past 300 years a little book about him and
his methods has stood the test of time. It’s entitled: “The
Practice of the Presence of God.
John J. Delaney the translator of the modern edition
of this book wrote: “For Lawrence the ultimate goal
of every soul is union with God. Though he knew
the perfect union can take place only after death, he
believed we can achieve a far greater degree of unity
with God in this life than most people think is possible. The way to accomplishing this is through practicing the presence of God.”
Brother Lawrence said: “God is Spirit, so we must
worship Him in spirit and truth, that is, by a humble
and true adoration of spirit in the depth and centre
of our souls. I drove away from my mind everything
capable of spoiling the sense of the presence of God....
I just made it my business to persevere in His holy
presence... My soul has had a habitual, silent, secret
conversation with God.”

Here are 10 tips I have gleaned from this
book on staying “In-Spirit”.
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1.

The first way is a great purity of life
(heart, mind, body).

2.

The second way is a constant faithfulness to the
practice of His Presence. This means: Whatever exterior actions (eating, walking, working) you engage
in, develop a habit of doing it with an inner awareness that God is with you.

3.

We can also help to establish ourselves in the
presence of God by continually talking to him. (Have
some short phrases that you can return to in your
thoughts through-out your various activities.)

4.

In the beginning a persistent effort is needed to
form the habit of continually talking with God. So
we should not be surprised at failing often, but that
in the end we will acquire a habit which will allow
us to perform our activities effortlessly and with joy.

5.

This is a habit that can be acquired like any other
- difficult as it may be to establish. But once it is established, it works secretly on the soul and draws
down to it in abundance the graces of the Lord. It
also leads to “the simple gaze”- that loving sight of
the Lord everywhere present.

6. Our endless rambling thoughts spoil everything.
That trouble begins with them…so we should learn
to arrest them when they are not necessary to what
we are doing and always come back to an inner conversation with God.
7.

You are not the only one to be troubled by wandering thoughts. In the beginning he had often spent
the entire time allotted to prayer in resisting the endless stream of thoughts in his mind, and then relapsing into them. (Eventually, for him the time of prayer
was no different from any other time of day.)

8. No special skill or knowledge was necessary to
practice this, but only a heart determined to devote
itself to the greatest commandment: To love God
with all one’s heart, mind, soul and strength.
9.

We ought not to be weary of doing little things
for the love of God, who regards not the greatness
of the work, but the love with which it is performed.
He was gratified when he could pick up a straw from
the ground, for the love of God.

10.

The greater part of the work of God is not being done by the highly learned, the famous or the
mighty but by ordinary people who are inspired by
Spirit and bring the Divine life into contact with the
world around us.
One final note on this: the Presence is always in the
present. When we are in regret, bitterness, un-forgiveness - there is too much past in our life. When we are
in fear, anxiety, worry – there is too much future in
our life. But all that we really ever have is now. The
Presence is only available to us in this moment - and
then, in this one, and then in this one. If we live in the
past or the future – we will always be missing it.

Switching gears now, we might ask:

What would an “inspirational influencer”
look like in the 21st century work settings,
that most of us operate in everyday?
For that, I want to turn to a more modern source:
Jonathan Farrington, a globally recognized business coach, mentor, author, and consultant, who has
guided hundreds of companies and thousands of individuals around the world towards optimum performance levels over several decades.
His conclusion is, that: “The stereotype of the inspirational leader as someone extrovert and charismatic
is the exception, rather than the rule. Though some
inspirational leaders certainly do fit this mould, a
large number do not. Many are quiet, almost introverted.” Here are his eight most commonly observed
characteristics of an inspiring leader:

1.

Strong Strategic Focus: They focus on those areas where they have the capacity and passion to do a
good job and where they can add real value.

2. Wide-Angle Thinkers: They are particularly
good at drawing on experiences and knowledge outside their own sectors, and at taking a much broader
view than the norm.
3.

Vision and Communication: An inspirational leader is able to communicate the vision so that their people
feel they own it and know where they fit into it.

4.

Principled: They are deeply committed, courageous, demanding of themselves and their people
and confident - albeit often in a quiet and under-stated way. What singles them out is an exceptionally
strong set of values built on honesty, openness and
true respect for their people.

5.

Reflective: This comes from regular periods of
reflection and an unquenchable thirst for learning.
What distinguishes them is genuine humility and
not being afraid to show vulnerability on occasions.

6. Risk Takers: They have a marked tendency to
‘bend the rules’, take calculated risks and, on occasions, be guided by their gut-feelings. They also tolerate this in other people, recognizing that a certain
amount of flexibility is essential to adapt to circumstances and make real strides forward.
7.

Accessible: They make time to get out and speak
to people. This informal and personal contact is a
very powerful motivator. Equally so, in their offices,
they aren’t isolated behind a barricade of personal
assistants.

8.

Attitude: Even though they value skills and training very highly - they also focus heavily on attitude,
believing that, without the right attitude and motivation, nothing will be achieved.

So, in conclusion: What does it take to be a
truly inspirational leader? Without doubt, we
ourselves first have to be inspired and the highest form of this is to be “in-Spirit.’
“You can never really live anyone else’s life,
not even your child’s. The influence you exert is
through your own life, and what you’ve become
yourself.” Eleanor Roosevelt
The right actions will flow super-naturally when
we are in- Spirit. And often it is just the small ways
we treat those around us. Recently this point was
brought home to me clearly, when I was meeting with about a dozen of our young women that
had been through our High School Leadership
Academy that were about to join university. After
my little talk to them I asked them if they had anything to say.
I thought they would begin to express thanks for
the fact that they had studied their last two years of
High School free of charge at our Leadership Academy, or for some teaching I had given them during
classes, or that we were going to help them join university. Instead, to my surprise, they talked of little
things that I had nearly forgotten, which really made
an impact on them. This is some of what they said:
“When I first came to the Academy I had never met a white person and had heard that many
white people look down on Africans as if they are
one step away from animals…but you welcomed me
with a hug, that really changed my perception.”
Another said, “I was sitting in the back of the hall of
a large wedding recently where you were attending,
and I didn’t think you recognized me or could even
pick me out from the crowd, but you came all the way
to the back to greet me, that made me feel special.”
Another said, “One day a group of us were walking
up a steep road in the city carrying our bags after a
retreat, we were really tired and we had just ridden
on the back of a truck for a couple hours. You drove
by us going the other direction, but then you saw us,
turned around and picked us up and took us to the
bus park, that really meant a lot to me.”
It was those small things that left an impression on
them and I realized how many times I may have
failed to influence others in this way. For, we are conditioned to think that being inspirational involves
grand gestures and great moments. But, the greater
part of inspirational influence is nothing more than
just being kind, just being loving, just renewing hope
in the life of one who has given up, just being patient
with those who are hard to deal with at times. Whenever the ego-self is put aside, the in-Spirit-ation will
shine through and influence our world.
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“INSPIRATIONAL INFLUENCE”
Leadership in the spirit of Jesus
Thoughts from Tim
Are you an inspiration to those around
you? To your friends, your family, those
with whom you work, your community?
What does it take to be inspirational influence on others?
In a recent survey of more than one and a half thousand managers from various organizations and companies, people were asked what they would most
like to see in their leaders. The most popular answer,
by 55% of those surveyed, was: “Inspiration”. And,
when they were then asked if they would describe
their current boss as “inspiring”, only 11% said yes.
The two attributes that people mentioned most often,
when describing their leaders, were ‘knowledgeable’
and ‘ambitious’.
The word “leadership” comes with
some “baggage.” In other words,
it provokes a mixed reaction
in people: Some feel
they are entitled
to it, some fear
it and others
shy
away
from it. Because of this,
it can be useful
to approach it from
another angle, so I have
decided to title this article:
“Inspirational influence.”
Many of the best definitions of leadership focus on
the aspects of inspiration and influence:
Leadership is influence, nothing more, nothing less.”
- John Maxwell.
“Leadership is the capacity and will to rally men
and women to a common purpose and the character
which inspires confidence.”
- WW II General Bernard Montgomery
“If you inspire others to dream more, learn more, do
more and become more, you are a leader.”
- U.S President John Quincy Adams
“You don’t have to be ‘person of influence’ to be
influential. In fact the most influential people in
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my life are probably
not even aware of the
things they taught me.”
- Scott Adams
“The most powerful moral influence is example.”
- Houston Smith
“Be a light not a judge, be a model not a critic.”
- Stephen Covey
“Everyone has influence with someone and everyone is
influenced by someone. With influence comes responsibility. Within all of our lives are people whose feelings
and well-being are within our influence. It is a simple
fact we cannot escape.”
- Jeffery Allen
“No human being can come into this world without
increasing or diminishing the sum total of human
happiness; not only of the present, but of every subsequent age of humanity.”
- Elihu Burritt
Of course, it can be difficult to measure how
much we influence each other, but we all have
seen how it works: A popular actress or a sports
hero may decide to change their hairstyle or
style of clothes. They don’t have to say a thing,
they don’t have to go around persuading anyone to copy them – their photograph is in the
magazines, they appear on television, and soon
from one day to the next, large numbers of people start doing their hair like them, wearing the
same clothes, and so on.
A spiritual influence is no doubt subtler, but it is still
an influence, and it acts imperceptibly. This is why if
you care about making a contribution toward a better world you must work on yourselves, to become
a ‘living book’, inspiring those you meet. You will
speak without having to open your mouth. Words
are not always what is most persuasive.
“There are so many people you would like to tell to
be more patient, more sincere, more stable and so
on! But make no mistake, if you do not possess those
qualities in yourself that you want to awaken in others, no matter what you do you will not succeed in
influencing them. You have to possess those qualities
within your heart, soul and spirit in a way that they
radiate from you, influencing those around you.”
- M. Aivanhov
(CONTINUED on page 25)

